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ABSTRACT

Design of the TFTR poses special engineering problems as a

result of constraints posed by the physics requirements of

the fusion experiments. The ratio of plasma major and minor

radii and the associated magnetic field strength required to

achieve desired plasma conditions, the required confinement

time, the two-component plasma concept, the complications of

providing shielding from the 14 MeV neutrons and tha neces-

sity to control the inventory of tritium fuel, all constitute

problems which, often, in actuality, must be approached as

materials problems. The complex, precision structures must

satisfy various criteria, for example, low magnetic permea-

bility, high electrical resistivity, resistance to neutron

activation and high damage tolerance.

Another constraint in the engineering design of TFTR is the

requirement to optimize access to machine components for

maintenance and repair. Many of the problems associated

with accessibility have been resolved: the vacuum vessel

has been designed as a ten-segment vessel; the igloo shielding

of the machine is composed of interlocking blocks of boron-

loaded concrete; the center column is designed in three

segments. Current engineering emphasis is on finalizing

design of the toroidal field coils, lower poloidal field

coils, vacuum vessel liners and limiters and peripheral

systems such as the vacuum pumping system and arrangement of

diagnostics.



INTRODUCTION

The fusion energy research and development program is approxi-

mately halfway through its projected fifty year development

cycle. An international effort, fusion energy research has

gained increased support in recent years, as the need for

alternative sources of energy production has become more

critical to all the major industrial nations.

The major focus of the U.S. program to develop fusion energy

through magnetic confinement is the tokamak, a Russian

acronym for "current and magnetic confinement" used by the

Soviets to describe the magnetic confinement device they

developed in the 1960's.

The largest such device to be undertaken by the U. S. Fusion

Energy Program is the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR).

This device is expected to be the first magnetic confinement

device to achieve scientific breakeven; that is, it is

expected to produce as much energy through fusion reactions

as is required for neutral-beam heating of the plasma. As

such, it represents a critical step in the U.S. program to

develop an experimental power reactor by the late 1990's.

(Insert Fig. 1)



Objectives

The primary objectives of the TFTR are to generate and

confine 5-10 keV reactor-grade plasmas in the tokamak magnetic-

field configuration, and to produce fusion energy on a

pulsed basis from the reaction of deuterium and tritium.

The TFTR will be used to study the physics of burning plasmas

and the engineering aspects of a deuterium-tritium burning

tokamak operating with reactor-level plasma conditions.

In addition to the acquisition of physics data, the TFTR

program is expected to yield technical information on a

variety of engineering problems associated with the design,

construction and installation of the device, which will be

relevant to the future design, construction and operation of

experimental fusion power reactors,

TFTR Facility

The TFTR will be housed in a test cell which is about 45

meters long, 35 meters wide and 16.6 meters high. Reinforced

concrete walls and roof, 1.22 meters thick, provide shielding

of the neutrons and secondary gamma rays produced during the

fusion operation. Adjacent tc the test cell are the neutra.1-

beam test cell and hot cell where neutral-beam sources can

be tested prior to installation,, or maintained and repaired

after operation, and where radioactive components from the

TFTR device can be disassembled and repaired.



Electrical power facilities for TFTR include the Motor

Generator Building and the Field Coil Power Conversion and

Neutral-Beam Power Conversion Buildings.

In addition to the experimental area, the TFTR facilities

include the laboratory and office building which houses a

remote control center for the entire TFTR complex, and

provides space for operating staff and experimentalists, and

laboratory and support areas for radiation monitoring and

safety personnel. Additional office space, an auditorium,

and expansion of existing technical shops, cafeteria, mainte-

nance facilities, and utilities systems will be provided to

support TFTR. (Fig. 2).

The total plant and capital equipment cost of TFTR is $228

million. Construction is scheduled for completion in 1981.

Hydrogen operation will begin in mid-1981 and deuterium-

tritium operation in mid-1982. (Fig. 3).

MAJOR COMPONENTS OF TFTR DEVICE

The tokamak is a toroidal device which has a hollow, doughnut-

shaped vacuum vessel through which magnetic fields twist,

confining the plasma. Magnetic fields are produced by

electric currents passing through conductors or the plasma.

In the tokamak, there are two major components of the magnetic

field.



o The toroidal magnetic field component is generated

by electric currents flowing in copper windings

around the torus.

o The poloidal magnetic field component is generated

by a current flowing through the plasma.

i

An electric current in equilibrium field coils outside the

torus generates an auxiliary magnetic field which controls

the position of the plasma in the torus and modifies the

poloidal field. The equilibrium magnetic field is thus

regarded as a component of the tokamak poloidal field. By

combining toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields, the tokamak

confinement system achieves a higher level of plasma stability

than has been realized in earlier magnetic confinement

systems. It is this increased plasma stability which permits

longer confinement tines of higher temperature plasmas.

Vacuum System

The special components of the vacuum system are the vacuum

vessel (Fig. 4), and the tritium handling system. The vacuum

vessel is doughnut-shaped, stainless steel with a major

radius of 2.65 meters and a minor radius of 1.1 meters.

There are approximately 180 penetrations of various sizes

for neutral beams, diagnostic devices and maintenance.

The vacuum is created inside the vessel by eight turbo-

molecular vacuum pumps and two cryocondensing pumps backed



by mechanical roughing pumps. During tritium operations,

the mechanical roughing pumps are shut (valved) off, and

getter-pumps (zirconium-aluminum absorbers) located in the

tritium vault, are used to pump hydrogen, deuterium and

tritium by dissolving these gases in the bulk material. The

TFTR vessel will have a torus base pressure of less than

1.33 x 10"6 Pa (1 x 10"8Torr).

»

Magnetic Field System

The magnetic field system consists of two major parts; the

toroidal field system and the poloidal field system. The

toroidal field, the strongest component of the magnetic

confining field, is produced by twenty water-cooled, copper-

wound coils equally spaced around and encompassing the

vacuum vessel. The coils will be operated in a pulsed

manner, producing a magnetic field of 5.2 Tesla at the major

radius of 2.48 meters (center of 2.5 MA plasma) (Fig. 5).

The poloidal field system is produced by two major coils,

the ohmic heating and equilibrium field coils. Their primary

functions are to induce current in the plasma and to control

the plasma location during the confinement time or test

period. The ohmic heating coils provide a changing magnetic

field (d0/dt) which induces the breakdown voltage to initiate

the plasma discharge, drive the plasma current to its desired

peak and regulate the plasma current distribution during

compression. The equilibrium field coils position the



support of the radial beams which support the upper outer

poloidal coils. The center section contains the upper and

lower center support rings, the structural support cylinder

which ties the two rings together, and the inner poloidal

coils, which are sandwiched between the upper and lower

column sections. The lower section of the center column

provides vertical support for the upper and center column

sections, and also supports some of the lower outer poloidal

colls.

"Igloo" shielding blocks of 66 centimeters thick (26 inches)

borkted concrete with 5 centimeters (2 inches) of borated

plaster and a lead lining will be used to attenuate gamma-

and neutron-radiation during tritium operation. This

shielding enclosure surrounds the entire device and is

designed to allow maintenance of the machine components.

\
\

Diagnostics

Diagnostic apparatus will provide information on the behavior

of the plasma and, hence, performance of the device (Fig. 6) .

Most diagnostic equipment will be located in the basement or

in specially shielded enclosures in the test cell. Hori-

zontal viewing of the plasma will be accomplished by access

provided by 2 large ports on the device centerline. Access

for viewing the plasma vertically will be provided by large

obround ports and organ pipes on the top and bottom of each

torus segment. The poloidal field coils have been spaced to
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accommodate twelve 6.5 centimeter diameter vertical line-of-

sight tubes on the top and bottom of the vacuum vessel

between each TF coil assembly. The upper and lower tubes

are aligned to permit thru-plasma viewing without having the

vacuum vessel wall in view.

Neutral Beam Injection

The essential function of the neutral-beam injection system

is to inject high energy deuterium atoms (D°) into a tritium

plasma. The system will include a minimum of four neutral-

beam lines, each with three ion sources, injecting a total

of 20 MW of 120 keV D° and 12 to 15 MW of lower energy D°

into the plasma. The design of the machine will accommodate

an optional two additional beam lines (Fig. 7).

PHYSICS CONSTRAINTS ON DESIGN

The rapid progress achieved in tokamak research in recent

years has provided the scientific and engineering data

required for construction of large, next-generation tokamak

facilities. The goal of these new devices is to achieve

reactor-grade plasmas and significant fusion reaction rates.

To produce substantial net power from fusion reactions, the

following condition, known as the ignition condition, must

be achieved. The product of the energy confinement time,



T seconds, and the plasma density, n particles (ions or

electrons) per cubic centimeter, at a temperature oJ

100 million degrees centigrade is such that:

nr must be greater than 3 x 1 0 ^ cm sec

One of the objectives of the TFTR is to approach this

condition.

One way to increase the energy confinement time of a plasma

is to increase the physical dimensions of the magnetic

confinement system. The TFTR will have a stainless steel

vacuum vessel with a major radius of 2.65 meters (8.7 feet)

and a minor radius of 1.10 meters (3.6 feet).

In current magnetic fusion experiments, insufficient fusion

energy is produced to maintain the plasma temperature.

Consequently, the devices operate in short pulses and the

plasma must be heated afresh in every pulse. Since the

plasma is an electrical conductor, it is possible to heat

the plasma by passing a current through it. In fact, the

current that generates the poloidal field also heats the

plasma. This is called ohmic (or resistive) heating; it is

the same kind of heating that occurs in an electric light

bulb or in an electric heater. The heat generated depends

on the resistance of the plasma and the current. But as the

temperature of heated plasma rises, the resistance decreases

and the ohmic heating becomes less effective. It appears

that the maximum plasma temperature attainable by ohmic
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heating in a tokamak is twenty to thirty million degrees

centigrade. Additional heating methods must ±.e used to

achieve higher temperatures.

The primary method for producing the required temperature

for fusion in TFTR is neutral-beam injection. Neutral-* feam

injection involves the introduction of high-energy (neutral)

atoms into the ohmically-heated, magnetically-confined

plasma. The atoms are immediately ionized and are trapped

by the magnetic field. The high-energy ions then transfer

part of their energy to the plasma particles in repeated

collisions, thus increasing the plasma temperature.

A gas can also be heated by sudden compression. In the same

way the temperature of a plasma is increased if it is com-

pressed rapidly by increasing the confining magnetic field.

In a tokamak system this compression is achieved simply by

moving the plasma into a region of higher magnetic fields

(i.e. radially inward). Since plasma compression brings the

ions closer together, the process has an additional benefit

of facilitating attainment of the required density for a

fusion reactor.

Another objective of TFTR is to study plasma conditions

which approximate those needed for an experimental fusion

power reactor (using diagnostic devices). The studies will

yield valuable data for design and construction of next-
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generation tokamaks. Some of the important diagnostic

measurements of plasma properties are:

Electron density:

Electron temperature:

Ion temperature:

Plasma current and

voltage:

Plasma location and

motion:

Impurities in plasma:

Fusion reactions:

Laser and microwave beams

(interference and scattering);

x-ray emission.

Laser scattering; x-ray

spectrum.

Laser scattering; neutral

atom charge exchange; neutron

spectrum

Voltage in external coils.

X-ray emission; magnetic field

measurement.

Ultraviolet and visible

radiation; x-rays.

Neutron emission.

In summary, the physics constraints on the design of the

TFTR Tokamak device are:

o Major & minor radii of plasma establish the

physical dimensions of the vacuum vessel,

o The toroidal field strength, the vacuum vessel

minor radius and the confinement time establish

the physical requirements for the toroidal field

coils.
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The 2.5MA plasma current required for plasma

stability and ohmic heating, with the density and

confinement time, establish the physical require-

ments for the Ohmic Heating (OH) windings and the

equilibrium field (EF) windings of the poloidal

field system.

Two component plasma, which requires injection of

high energy neutral deuterium (D°) into a bulk

tritium plasma establishes a requirement for large

ports at six positions around the horizontal

centerline of the machine for neutral-beam injection.

The requirement to study the plasma conditions

establishes the physical need for interfacing with

a large number and variety of different diagnostic

devices, and to incorporate some of these devices

into the design of the tokamak.

ENGINEERING CONSTRAINTS ON DESIGN

The detailed design of the TFTR Tokamak to meet the physics

objectives is limited by a number of engineering constraints

which greatly restrict the design engineer. These constraints

fall generally into three main classifications: general

configuration or physical arrangement, material properties

limitations and radiation shielding or remote handling

requirements. These three constraints establish boundaries

which frequently allow little latitude in component design.
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Some engineering choice is available with respect to the

relative positions of the TF coils and the El and OH windings,

i.e., the TF coils can be inside or outside the OH and EF

windings. For the TFTR, the basic machine has been designed

as a toroidal vacuum vessel surrounded by toroidal field

coils with EF and OH windings outside the TF coils.

The initial design for neutral-beam injection specified four

neutral-beam lines located tangentially to the plasma with

two injecting in a clockwise direction and two in a counter-

clockwise direction. More recently the requirement has been

modified so that the angle of injection is variable from

tangential + near-perpendicular. Two additional neutral-

beam injecto "an be added at a later date if required to

reach the desired fusion reaction breakeven conditions.

Thus, the basic size and shape of the machine is set, with

little room for rearrangement, by the physics objectives of

the project.

Space requirements for the many items of diagnostic equip-

ment is a continuing interface problem. Many of the diag-

nostics require direct line-of-site to the plasma, and

others require current or voltage loops surrounding or

adjacent to the plasma to monitor plasma properties. Vacuum

pumping equipment, high current electrical connections and

cooling water connections are important components which

are, to a great extent, established by the general configu-

ration or physical arrangement of the machine. When
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considering that the toroidal field coil connections will

carry up to 85000 amperes and that the cooling water required

for the tokamak field coils is over 200 liters per second,

3300 gallons per minute, one can see that these items must

be given adequate attention in 'the overall design of the

machine.

The tokamak is, in reality, a very high-power electromag-

netic machine. Operating on a pulsed basis with peak

powers (non-coincident) of about 850 MW, the stresses in

structural components require high strength materials and in

some cases special heat treatment and work hardening to

achieve the specified operating conditions. All metals used

in the construction of major components or structures must

have a low magnetic permeability with a maximum value of

1.02 being ideal to minimize the interference that would be

caused by ferromagnetic structures in the changing electro-

magnetic fields. Preference is given to metals with a high

electrical resistivity to minimize eddy current effects.

Since this entire structure will be subjected to neutron

activation during the deuterium-tritium phase of tokamak

operations, activation resistance is essential to minimize

the difficulty of remote handling and maintenance of radio-

active components.
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Other characteristics which must be considered in the

selection of materials for the Tokamak are weldability a.id

overall fabricability, fracture toughness and resistance to

flaw propagation. Inside the vacuum vessel/ liners and

limiters are required to withstand very high-pulsed thermal

loads, in the order of 5 kW per square centimeter, and to

minimize the high molecular weight (high 2) contamination of

the hydrogen isotope plasma.

The structural material for "the vacuum vessel will be type

304 LN stainless steel, a 304L grade modified with an

increase in nitrogen content to improve strength charac-

teristics. The support structure will be fabricated from

various grades of 300 series stainless steel.

Materials being considered for other special applications

are:

Application Material

o Controlled Resistivity Inconel 625

Bellows

o Dielectric Breaks Glass Ceramic or Alumina

o Neutral Beam Dumps Graphite, Molybdenum, or

Tungsten

o Plasma Limiters/Bumpers Tungsten, Graphite



Remote handling for TFTR falls into two major categories. In

the first case, there is the remote handling of a large

number of items either on or a part of the tokamak. In the

second case, there is the more complex remote handling

requirement for items inside the vacuum vessel itself. These

two categories require somewhat different approaches to

remote handling.

The items to be handled remotely range from replacing 50-ton

sector modules, consisting of a vessel segment and two

toroidal field coils, to the precise positioning of delicate

instruments. Between these extremes there is, for example,

repair or replacement of connections and fittings for elec-

trical, water and vacuum lines.

Remote handling tasks can be classified as follows:

o Routine scheduled inspection, maintenance and repair

work,

q Non-scheduled component repair and replacement, requiring

a few hours to a few days,

o Emergency repair and replacement of major components of

the machine, requiring weeks or months of down time.
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SOME SPECIFIC ENGINEERING PROBLEMS

General engineering requirements and physics constraints may

be seen more specifically as limitations to the design of

various components of the machine.

Support Structure & Shielding

The significant engineering problems in the design of the

support structure are:

o Installation and removal of 1.8 meters of concrete

shielding around diagnostic and other access ports.

o Fabrication of high strength load bearing structures

with electrically isolated joints to eliminate con-

ducting paths for circulating currents.

o Providing access to the plasma for many items of

diagnostic equipment, while minimizing the radiation

level in the basement under the machine.

o Compatibility with a remote handling and maintenance

concept which is following, rather than pacing the

design effort.

o Providing an interface with the building and facilities.

The TFTR support structure is required to support and maintain

the relative position of the major TFTR components during

operation. Initially, the structure also provided for

separating the tokamak into two sections for maintenance and
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repair purposes. The design has evolved from a complex

moving substructure to the present fixed structure sup-

porting tha ten sector modules of the machine. In addition

to a reduction in cost, the present design is more adaptable

to the TFTR maintenance and repair concept. A specific ,

sector module embracing 36 degrees of the machine can now be

removed and replaced without requiring major disassembly of

diagnostics and other items attached to the rest of the

machine. The weight of the major components carried by the

support structure is as follows:

Vacuum Vessel 60 Tons

Toroidal Field Coils 420 Tons

Poloidal Field Coils 100 Tons

Igloo Shielding 620 Tons

Toroidal Field Coil Assembly

The significant engineering problems in the design of the

Toroidal Field Coil Assembly are as follows:

o The extremely high pulsed electromagnetic forces and

reactions with a 300,000 cycle fatigue life.

o The sharing of load and reaction paths between the two

load rings on the center column and the upper and lower

shear panels.

o The sharing of the load stresses by the copper con-

ductors and the structural case material through the

epoxy-fiberglass insulation and the potting material.
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o The thermal stresses resulting from the large pulsed

load currents.

o The use of remote handling techniques with extremely

close tolerance installation and removal constraints.

The toroidal field coil assembly.has presented a number of

special engineering problems and the final design is not yet

completed. The present design consists of ten assemblies of

twenty encased water-cooled wound copper coils equally

spaced around and encompassing the toroidal vacuum vessel.

Each of the 20 coils contains 46 turns and carries a maximum

of 85,000 Amperes (at the 6.0 Tesla design goal). The

assemblies are designed for individual installation and

removal with shear panels connecting between the coil cases

to provide load reaction paths. The magnitude of the design

problem with respect to the toroidal field coil assembly can

be seen by the electro-magnetic forces and reactions at the

5.2 Tesla design requirement and the 6.0 Tesla design goal.

These loads and moments are shown in Figure (8). The

design must withstand up to 300,000 load cycles at 5.2 Tesla

and possibly an order of magnitude less at 6 Tesla. The

"ideal" material for the coil case would have a low magnetic

permeability, high electrical resistivity, good fabrica-

bility/weldability, fracture toughness and resistance to

neutron activation and damage tolerance. The TF coil design

problem has been recognized from the beginning as a major

system problem wherein the requirements appear to be near
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the design limits. A great many solutions have been found

which meet all but one requirement for the project. For

example, the use of high-strength ferromagnetic materials

would be an ideal engineering solution, but this would cause

significant problems to the physicist in the analysis and

interpretation of the experimental results and would, in

fact, greatly degrade the value of the machines as a research

tool. Nitronic 33* was for some time, a prime candidate for

this application because of its low cost. It was ultimately

rejected because of its limited static strength and fatigue

life. Other materials which were considered and rejected

were:

Material Problem

A286 non-weldable

Inconel 625, 1200°F Age high cost

Ti-6Al-4V, ELI, Beta Annealed low modules of elasticity-

high shear strain on

insulation.

Other High Strength Austenitic limited static strength

Stainless Steels and fatigue life.

A recent proposal far providing additional space in the

region of the TF Coil "Nose" by increasing the major radius

*Nitronic 33 is an Armco high strength austenitic stainless

steel.
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of the plasma has not been adopted as of this writing because

it would result in a relaxation in the performance require-

ments and a delay in th3 schedule for the project.

Torus Vacuum Pumping System

Deuterium-tritium (D-T) operations impose several problems

not normally encountered in the design of ultra-high vacuum

systems. Environmental and safety considerations limit the

quantity of tritium potentially releasable in the event of

catastrophic failure of the TFTR system and the quantity of

tritium released in normal operations. To minimize these

quantities, the Torus Vacuum Pumping System (TVPS) must

remove the residual tritium from the torus at the end of a

pulse and return it to the tritium vault. To prevent release

of tritium by permeation through seal materials, all com-

ponent flanges, both high vacuum and foreline, must be

sealed by metallic gaskets (in contrast to usual UHV systems

where only the high-vacuum portion of the system requires

metal gaskets).

To minimize contamination of the plasma by high atomic

weight ions, the vacuum vessel is cleaned by 250°C bakeout

and aggressive discharge cleaning. Discharge cleaning of

the torus interior utilizes a weak, poorly confined plasma

discharge to desorb tightly bound plasma impurity gasses,

such as oxygen and carbon monoxide, from the vessel walls by

bombardment. By rapidly repeating the discharges and pumping
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a small percentage of the impurity gas load each time, after

many such discharges the vessel wall will be sufficiently

clean for plasma operations. While the efficiency of each

discharge pulse depends on the TVPS pumping speed for

impurities, a significant quantity of plasma working gas is

pumped along with the impurities. A novel method to mini-

mize the pumping capacity required for discharge cleaning is

to use selective pumping devices to provide effective

discharge cleaning without consuming the working gas (i.e.,

pumps which pump impurities such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon

monoxide and argon without pumping working gasses like

hydrogen or hydrogen isotopes). This is especially critical

when tritium is the working gas.

The high vacuum pumping is accomplished by eight 3500 liter/

sec (air) turbonxolecular pumps (TMPs) augir.eited by two 20°K

(nominal) cryocondensing pumps. Whereas the TMPs pump all

gasses continuously including hydrogen and its isotopes, the

20°K cryocondensing units only pump the impurity gasses.

The cryopumps are separate units, each with its own isola-

tion valve. Backing of the high vacuum pumps during pumpdown

from atmospheric pressure, during non-tritium pulsing

operations, and as required during discharge cleaning is

accomplished by Roots blower/mechanical pump combinations

via a common manifold. During tritium operation the TMPs

are backed by getter pumps located in the tritium vault.

The getters are a zirconium - aluminum alloy and pump

hydrogen, deuterium, and tritium by dissolving these gasses



in the bulk materialo The process is reversible for hydrojen

and its isotopes, regeneration being accomplished by heating.

Diagnostic Systems

The special engineering problems with respect to the diag-

nostic systems interface with the tokamak are the following:

o Line-of-sight access to the plasma at many loca-

tions without "seeing" the wall of the vessel.

o Accommodating thermal expansion of the vacuum

vessel during bake-out at 250°C, while main-

taining accurate positioning of the diagnostic

devices.

o Electrical isolation of all metalic tubes con-

nected to the vacuum vessel and passing between

the OH and EF coils.

o The need for 1.8 meters (6 feet) of concrete

shielding between the tokamak and the diagnostic

equipment to permit quick access to diagnostics.

o Remote handling of all items inside the igloo

shielding and attached to the tokamak.

o The use of light pipes to transmit digitized

diagnostic data to the control room to provide

electrical isolation for safety.

Information about the plasma behavior, and hence about the

device performance, is obtained through diagnostic devices

observing the different properties of the plasma. This

plasma information is used to evaluate the behavior, to
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provide data for establishing new operating conditions, and

to provide control signals for the operation of the device.

The diagnostic system is to be available for the first

hydrogen discharge so that the discharge behavior is well

understood and the diagnostics are proven to be reliable

before the start of tritium operations. The diagnostic

system will be required to yield a maximum amount of experi-

mental information during each D-T discharge, and the data

acquisition system, consistent with this requirement, must

be able to handle up to twenty million words of information

per discharge. Individual diagnostics will require automated

adjustment and calibration. Many diagnostic devices will

evolve from the apparatus currently being developed on

existing programs such as the Princeton Large Torus (PLT).

The TFTR diagnostics will be more sophisticated in number of

sensors and in data handling capability than the equivalant

PLT equipment to make up for the more limited number of

discharges during the D-T phase, and the lower pulsing rate

of the machine. The predicted higher plasma densities and

temperatures with a larger plasma radii will require some

new methods to be developed, and these new developments are

not sufficiently advanced at this time to allow firm speci-

fications of spatial requirements. Also, many speculative

or completely new techniques are expected to be available by

the initial operation date or during the operating lifetime

of TFTR. Thus the tokamak must be designed with sufficient

flexibility in the interface with the diagnostic system to
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accommodate future diagnostic developments. A necessary

requirement is that "hands-on" maintenance should be possible

on all components except those which mount directly on the

vacuum vessel and are inside the igloo shield. The most

convenient arrangement is to have every component possible

in a shielded basement, with as few components as possible

above the floor of the test cell.

A particularly critical problem in the design of the TFTR

resulted from a physics requirement for a horizontal line of

sight through the equatorial plane of the machine to permit

a laser beam to enter the toroidal vacuum vessel at one side

and penetrate the plasma, passing through a diametrial tube

in the central column of the machine and through the plasma

on the far side, exiting through a port ir. the vacuum vessel

wall. Much engineering design effort was involved in

attempting to meet this requirement because of the extreme

benefit to be derived from the results of this diagnostic.

Suitable arrangements were made for penetrations in the

vacuum vessel and for a diametrial tube to penetrate the

central column support structure. Eventually, however, the

diametrial tube had to be abandoned due to the impossible

requirement for a notch to be made in the nose section of

toroidal fields. The toroidal field coil design represents

a severe structural design problem, and placing a notch in

the highest stress region is obviously not the thing to do.
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Fx*8.8kip/in(l0.2)

TOROIDAL FIELD COIL

INTERACTION OF TOROIDAL CURRENT & EF FIELD.
P-27 EF CONFIGURATION AT 73.3 KA. PLASMA=OMA.

= 5.2T EF=0.42T (TF=6.0T EF*0.4.2T)

MY= 108,990 in-kip
(I2C,86O)

1062 kip
(1226)

1062 kip
(1226)
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